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Abstract 
Let G be a compact Lie group. let RG be a commutative algebra over the sphere G-spectrum 
SC;, and let R be its underlying noncquivariant algebra over the sphere spectrum S. When RG. 
is split as an algebra, as holds, for example, for Rc; =MU~, we show how to “extend scalars” 
to construct a split Rc;-module MC; = Rc; AH M from an R-module M. We also show how to 
compute the cocfhcicnts M$ in terms of the coefficients R$, R*, and A4*. This allows the 
wholesale construction of highly structured equivariant module spectra from highly structured 
nonequivariant module spectra. In particular, it applies to construct Mlio-modules from MU- 
modules and therefore gives conceptual constructions of equivariant Brown-Peterson and Morava 
K-theory spectra. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
IYc)l Mlith. S&j. Ckss.: 55P91. 55N91, 55N22 
1. Introduction 
We enrich the theory of highly structured modules over highly structured ring 
spectra that was developed in [4] by showing how to construct highly structured equiv- 
ariant modules from highly structured nonequivariant modules. Throughout, we let G 
be a compact Lie group. As pointed out in its introduction, although [4] is written 
nonequivariantly, its theory applies verbatim equivariantly; an equivariant exposition 
will be given in [l 11. The equivariant ring spectra, we are interested in are the alge- 
bras over the equivariant sphere spectrum So. These are essentially equivalent to the 
earlier E, ring G-spectra of [9, VII, Section 21. The prime examples are SC; itself and 
the spectrum MD;; of stabilized equivariant complex cobordism; bRJc; is proven to be 
a commutative So-algebra in [S]. In [.5], Elmendorf and I showed how to construct 
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examples from nonequivariant S-algebras. For finite groups G, a great many other 
examples are known. 
In [4], we gave new constructions of the Brown-Peterson spectra BP, the connective 
and periodic Morava K-theory spectra k(n) and K(H), and all of the other spectra that 
are usually constructed from MU by means of the Baas-Sullivan theory of manifolds 
with singularities by killing some of the generators of MU* and inverting others. The 
new constructions give all of these spectra module structures over the commutative 
S-algebra MU. We also analyzed their multiplicative structure as “MU-ring spectra”, 
which are the analogs in the derived category of MU-modules of classical ring spectra 
in the stable homotopy category. 
In [LX], a localization and completion theorem is proven that relates M,L‘ to M*(BG) 
and M,* to M*(BG) for any split MC/o-module Me with underlying nonequivariant 
MU-module M. To apply this theorem to a given MU-module M, such as A4 = BP, 
M = k(n), or M = K(n), we must be able to construct a split MUG-module Mo 
with underlying MU-module M. We shall accomplish this by means of a kind of 
“extension of scalars” functor that transforms MU-modules into split MUG-modules. 
This construction commutes with smash products and so carries MU-ring spectra to 
MUG-ring G-spectra. 
We let J!R denote the category of modules over an S-algebra R and let G. ZlR<, denote 
the category of modules over an &-algebra Rc;. We let 9~ and G5&, 
denote the respective derived categories; these are obtained from the respective 
homotopy categories by adjoining inverses to the weak equivalences or, equivalently, by 
passing to approximations by weakly equivalent cell modules. As usual, 
we write E$ for the homotopy groups of the G-fixed point spectrum of a 
G-spectrum EC;. 
Theorem 1.1. There is u monoidul Jimctor MI/G- A,~ILI (?) : JZ&,,U -+ G. Zoner/,. If’M is u 
ceil MU-module, then MC; = MU<; A,~fti M is split IIS an MUC;-module w?th underlying 
noneyuicuriunt MU-module M. Thr ,fimctor MUG A)~L: (? j induces a derived monoidul 
fiinctor 9,,,,, --f G$&,. Thrwf&c, !f’M is un MU-ring spectrum, then MUG A~!c/ M is 
an MUG-ring G-spectrum. Morrowr, thcrr is u .strongly converyrnt nuturul spectral 
sequence 
Torz4;‘* (MU$, M* 1 * Ml?+q 
oJ’ d#7rrentiul MU*-modules. In prrrticulrr, iJ’ G is Abeliun, then 
M: 2 MU: %m,,,,U * Me. 
The term “split as a module” will be given a precise meaning below. The last 
statement holds since MU,G‘ is a free MU*-module when G is Abelian [2]. This is true 
in a few other cases, but little is known in general about the algebraic structure of 
MU:. A special case of the theorem solves a problem raised by Carlsson [I]: 
“Define and compute equivariant Morava K-theory spectra”. 
There is nothing in the literature on this subject. Theorem 1.1 allows the definitions 
k(??)o = MUG A,W k(n) and K(n)(; = MUG A.W K(n). 
and it computes the coefficients when G is Abelian. Similarly, we can define equivariant 
Brown-Peterson spectra by 
BPti = MUc ~~~~ BP. 
and so on for all of the other standard MU-modules in current use. We point out an 
anomaly in one of the few familiar cases: the equivariant form kc = MUG AMY k 
of the MU-module k that represents connective K-theory cannot represent the usual 
“connective equivariant K-theory” since, as observed by Greenlees, the latter theory 
does not take values in modules over the RO(G)-graded ring MU:. We do not know 
whether or not the equivariant form MlJo A,vc;K of periodic K-theory that we construct 
represents equivariant K-theory, but we conjecture that it does. 
The theorem is a special case of one that applies to all So-algebras that are “split 
as algebras”, in a sense that we shall make precise below. 
Theorem 1.2. Let RG be u cornw~ututice S,+d~qebra und ussume thut RG is split us an 
u/~~rhnr u.it/? uncku~ying rzonequiuariunt S-ulgehru R. Then there is N monoidu/,funcfor 
RG. AR (?) : I /i, ---f G~J/R~,. [f hf iS u cell R-module, then MG z RG A\R M iS Split as un 
RG-module Ir?th underl~~in~g nnneyuivurianl R-module M. TheJin2ctor RG AR(?) induces 
(I &riced monoidulfitnctor 22~ + G~R<,. Thercftire, if‘M is cm R-ring spectrum, then 
RCi ARM is an RG-ring G-spectrum. Moreover. there is u strongl]3 comvrgent nuturd 
.spectrul sequence 
R* C; (; 
TordR*, Mx ) * MI’+Y 
of djferential R*-modules. In purticular, iJ’ either R$ or M* is u jut R*-mo&&, then 
To justify the application to MU G, we need to know that it is split as an algebra. 
This is a special case of a general criterion for RG to be split as an algebra. The notion 
of a global .Y*-FSP was defined in [8], and it was shown there that the sphere and 
cobordism functors provide examples. 
Theorem 1.3. !f’ T is u global A-FSP, then its ussociatrd commldtutivr S~dqehru 
is split us un ul<qehra j2v et’ery compuct Lie group G. 
Although the basic idea and construction predate the writing of [S], this paper is best 
understood as a sequel to that one, and we shall freely use its notations and results. 
The reader is referred to [9,6, lo] for the relevant background on equivariant stable 
homotopy theory. 
2. Change of universe and operadic smash products 
The fimctor RG AR M which we shall construct depends on an extension of the 
operadic smash product 
of [4, Ch. I] that incorporates the change of universe functors 
I;, : GYU’[L’] + GYU[IL] 
of [5,2.1]. Recall from [5, I .I] that the functors I:, are monoidal equivalences of 
categories. 
Definition 2.1. Let U, U’, and 0’” be G-universes. For an IL’-spectrum M and an 
[L”-spectrum N, define an IL-spectrum M AY, N by 
MAy,N==I$MA<~IC: N. d L”’ 
Obviously, the formal properties of this product can be deduced from those of the 
functors I$, together with those of the operadic smash product for the fixed universe 
U. In particular, since the functor IL:, takes SC’-modules to SU-modules and the smash 
product over Su is the restriction to Su-modules of the smash product over Y, we 
have the following observation. Here, SC! denotes the sphere G-spectrum indexed on U. 
Lemma 2.2. The jiinctor A~ : G.‘/‘U’[L’] x GYU”[U_“] + GYU[IL] restricts to u 
jiinctor 
There is an alternative description of this product that makes its structure more 
apparent. It depends on the following generalization of [4, 1.5.41, which in fact is 
implied by that result; compare [5, 2.21. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume yiwn uniwrses U, U’, U”, U,! Jtir l_<r<i, and LJ:‘fir lLs_<j, 
lvherr i > 1 und j 2 1. Then the ,fdlminy diuyrcrm is u splif coequulizrr ofspuces und 
therejixe u coequalizer of’ G-spucrs; the mups ;I we @en by sums and compositions 
of linear isometrics: 
X(U cfj u”, U) x .9-(U’, U’) x .f(U”. u”) x .f (‘I-;=, u:, u’) x 9 (itji, q!‘, .,q 
;’ x Id idx:’ 
9(U’ k3 u”, U) x .f (l5;.=, u,!. u’) x 3 @,(=, q!‘, u” 
> 
87 
Lemma 2.4. Tfwrr is (I nutwul i.wrnorpf~ism 
Proof. Expanding definitions, we see that A4 A~J N is 
Formal properties of the twisted half-smash product allow us to rewrite this as 
The previous lemma gives a homeomorphism 
.f(U+ U,U) xy(~:.L’)xl(L’.L’).~(u~~ U) x .Y(U”,U) +.f(U’G U”,U) 
of G-spaces over .8(U’ :f- U”, CJ), and the conclusion follows. 0 
Similarly, as in the proof of [4, 1.5.5 and 1.5.61, Lemma 2.3 implies the following 
associativity property of our generalized operadic smash products and therefore, upon 
restriction, of our generalized smash products over sphere G-spectra. 
Lemma 2.5. Let M E G.YU’[IL’]. P t GYU”[[I”], und N E GYU”‘[k”‘]. Tfwn botfl 
(M A~I P) Ay N und M Ay’ (P A~)III N) ure mlonicufl~ isomorphic to 
Using change of universe explicitly or, via the previous lemmas, implicitly, we can 
define modules indexed on one universe over algebras indexed on another. 
Definition 2.6. Let R E G. /“/‘, , be an Su//-algebra and let A4 E G. Ns, , . Say that M is 
a right R-module if it is a right I,.,, “‘R-module, and similarly for left modules. 
It is quite clear how one must define smash products over R in this context. 
Definition 2.7. Let R E G. k’y, ,, be an Su,, -algebra, let M E G. &, , be a right R-module 
and let N t G. /&, ,,, be a left R-module. Define 
M AR N = I;,M A,;,,~ L,,, I” N. 
Here we have used that I:,, ” I~,I~~:, and that Ik,n/r is therefore an Ii,,R-module, 
and similarly for N. Expanding definitions and using the associativity isomorphism of 
Lemma 2.5, we obtain the following more explicit description. 
Evidently these smash products inherit good formal properties from those of the 
smash products of R-modules studied in [4]. Similarly, their homotopical properties 
can be deduced from the homotopical properties of the smash product of R-modules 
and the homotopical properties of the IF,, which were studied in [.5]. 
3. &-algebras and their underlying S-algebras 
We are concerned with genuine G-spectra and their comparison with naive G-spectra. 
Recall that these are indexed, respectively, on a complete G-universe U and its G-fixed 
point universe I/“. We write Sr; for the sphere G-spectrum indexed on U and S for 
the sphere spectrum indexed on U”. We regard nonequivariant spectra such as S 
as G-spectra with trivial G-action. We have the forgetful change of universe functor 
i* : GYU + G.YU” obtained by forgetting those indexing spaces of U that are not 
contained in I/‘. The underlying nonequivariant spectrum E of a G-spectrum EG is 
defined to be i*Ec;, with its action by G ignored. Said another way, let U’ denote U 
with its action by G ignored and let Ez denote the nonequivariant spectrum indexed 
on iJ# that is obtained from EG by forgetting the action of G. Then E = i*EE. 
The G-fixed point spectrum of EC; is obtained by taking the spacewise fixed points 
of i*EG. We say that EG. is split if there is a map E + (Ec)’ of spectra indexed on 
U” whose composite with the inclusion of (EC;)‘; in E is an equivalence. As observed 
in [7, 0.41, EG is split if and only if there is a map of G-spectra i*E -+ EG that is 
a nonequivariant equivalence, where i* : G.YUG + GYU is the left adjoint of i”. In 
either form, the notion of a split G-spectrum is essentially a homotopical one. More 
precisely, it is a derived category notion: its purpose is to allow the comparison of 
equivariant and nonequivariant homology and cohomology theories, which are defined 
on derived categories. Thus, we could have used weak equivalences in the defini- 
tions just given, and we shall use the term equivalence to mean weak equivalence of 
underlying spectra or G-spectra in what follows; we will add the adjective “weak” in 
cases where we would not expect to have a homotopy equivalence in general. 
We must modify these definitions in the context of highly structured ring and module 
spectra. This point was left implicit in both [6] and [S], where reference was made to 
“the underlying S-algebra R of an So-algebra RG”: in fact, there is no obvious way 
to give R = i*R#G a structure of S-algebra. The point becomes clear when one thinks 
back to the underlying E, ring structures. We are given G-maps 
(3.1) 
and there is no obvious way to obtain induced nonequivariant maps 
.fl(( U/“),‘, Uo) D< R-l i R. (3.2) 
We therefore think of i*R#G as only prescribing the appropriate weak homotopy type 
of the underlying S-algebra of an So-algebra RG. 
Definition 3.3. An underlying S-algebra of an So-algebra RG is an S-algebra whose 
underlying spectrum is weakly equivalent to i*Rc. 
There are several natural ways to construct such an S-algebra. First, forgetting the 
G-actions and regarding the maps (3.1) as maps of nonequivariant spectra, we obtain 
a nonequivariant St-algebra RE indexed on U# from our equivariant SLi-algebra RG. 
We may choose a nonequivariant linear isomorphism ,f : UC + U’. By conjugation of 
linear isometries by ,f, we obtain an isomorphism between the nonequivariant linear 
isometries operads of UC and of U’, and we see immediately that ,f*R#, is an Sz- 
algebra. By Lemma 3.4 below, it is weakly equivalent to i*R:. 
Second, instead of making an arbitrary choice of an isomorphism f’, we can follow 
the philosophy of [4] and consider the twisted function spectrum F[,P(U’, U’), R#,); 
Lemma 3.4 shows that F[X( UC, U#), R#G.) is also weakly equivalent to i*Rz. As in 
[4, 1.7.51, one can construct a weakly equivalent operadic modification of the spectrum 
F[9(UG, U#), R#G) that is an S-algebra. However, there is a simpler way to arrive at 
the cited operadic modification: it turns out to be given by a functor that is right adjoint 
to the functor It<: : 9’UG[[L] + YU#[[L], and [5, 2.31 shows that the right adjoint of 
1,“; is I:&‘. By [5, 1.11, I$‘R#, is an S-algebra. By Lemma 3.4 and the specialization 
to G = e of Lemma 3.5 below, I$Rs is weakly equivalent to i*R#G. 
Lemma 3.4. For nonequicrrrimt spectra F E .YU#, there ure naturd tceuk eyuiw- 
Iences betlz,een i*F and f *F und between i*F and F[.f (UC, U#),F]. 
Proof. Choose a path h : I + .f(UG, U’) co nnecting i to f. For spectra E E Y’U/“, 
there result natural maps i*E --) h DC E + ,f*E in .YU#, and these are homotopy equiv- 
alences if E is tame, for example if E has the homotopy type of a CW spectrum [4, 
1.2.51. Similarly, the natural map i*E + .P(UG , U#) cx E is a homotopy equivalence 
when E is tame. Conjugation from left to right adjoints gives the conclusions since 
simple diagram chases show that the conjugate natural maps induce isomorphisms of 
homotopy groups. q 
Proof. Regard ,f as a G-map from a point into .U( U, U’). Then the following composite 
is a homeomorphism of G-spaces over .F( U. U’): 
{*} x 9(U,U)~.Y(U,U’) x .f(U,U)A.f(U,U’). 
By [9, V1.3.l(iii)], there results a natural isomorphism 
,f;;(,f(U,U)o<E)r.~(U,U’)p<E. 
Passing to coequalizers, we obtain 
,fiE” ,f&J(U,U)P( ,,L,L’lE)” .f(U,U’)P< T,L,,L’)E = I;‘E. 
Passing to coequalizers, we obtain 
,fiE” ,f*(.P(U,U)P< ucL:,L,E) 2 .Y(U, U’)P< Y,~.~:,E = I;‘E. 
Since ,f * = f<‘, the second isomorphism follows from the first. 0 
We can now define the terms “split as an algebra” and “split as a module” that 
appear in Theorem 1.2. 
Definition 3.6. A commutative &;-algebra Rc; is split as an algebra if there is a com- 
mutative S-algebra R and a map ~1: I .,,R - Rc; of &;-algebras such that q is a (nonequi- 
variant) equivalence of spectra and the natural map x : i*R + Z$,R is an (equivariant) 
equivalence of G-spectra. 
Since the composite 11 o x : i*R + R(; is a nonequivariant equivalence and the natural 
map R ----f i*i*R is a weak equivalence (provided that R is tame, [9, 11.1.8] and [4, 
I.2.5]), R is weakly equivalent to i*R:. Of course, RG is split as a G-spectrum with 
splitting map 17 olx. By abuse, we refer to R as “the” rather than “an” underlying 
nonequivariant S-algebra of RG. 
Definition 3.7. Let RG be a commutative &-algebra that is split as an algebra with 
underlying S-algebra R and let MC; be an Ro-module. Regard MG as an I$R-module 
by pullback along 11. Then MC; is split as an RG-module if there is an R-module M and 
a map x : I,, ’ M 4 MG of Z&R-modules such that x is a (nonequivariant) equivalence 
of spectra and the natural map r : i*M 4 I,.,, ” M is an (equivariant) equivalence of 
G-spectra. 
Again, A4 is weakly equivalent to i*A4: and A4o is split as a G-spectrum with 
splitting map xocx: i*M + MG. By abuse, we call A4 the underlying nonequivariant 
R-module of MG. 
The ambiguity that we allow in the notion of an underlying object is quite useful: 
it allows us to arrange the condition on r in the definitions if we have succeeded in 
arranging the condition on 11. The proof of this depends on the closed model category 
structures on all categories in sight that is given in [4, VII, Section 41. 
Lemma 3.8. Let RG hr u commututice S~-uI~~~hru and MC; he UII RG-tnodul~~. 
(i) Supposr qivrr7 u commututivr S-trlcybru R’ uncl u mup rf : I,“, R’ + RG. of’&- 
ul~&ru.s SUL‘~ tl7ut rl’ is u (noneyuia(iricci7t) ryuicalmct~ of’ sprctru. Lrt y : R + R’ hr 
~1 ~ruk ryuiculmce of’ S-U~~J~~IYIS, nhert> R is N q-cojihrunt comnzututice S-~~l~~cbq 
ma &$ine 11 = 11’ o I$ ;3 : I,“:, R 4 RG. Tlzm RG is split us un ulqrhru ,13ith un&rll+t7g 
nonequimriunt S-ul<qehru R und splittir7y mup 11. 
(ii ) Supposr yicrn ~17 R’-n7orlul~ M’ ut7d u rmp 1’ : I$, M’ + MC; of I$ R’-tnodul~s 
sud7 tlzut f is u (r7onquiouriunt) equiuulmcr of’sptvtru. Reyurd M’ us un R-t77odul~~ 
by p1rllbuck ulong i’, let d : M -+ M’ br u ,ivuk equir?ulmcr of R-mo&l~s, ,t~I7cw M 
is N y-cojihrut7t R-IYIO~U~L’, ut7cl rlcfinr x = $ o I$,21 : I$,M + MC;. Tim MG is split 
us un Rc-module Ir.itl7 unrkrlyin~q nonryuicuriunt R-177odul~ M md splitting nlup 31. 
Proof. It is immediate from [5, I.41 that x : i*R + I,“;,R and z:i*M + I$,M are 
equivalences of G-spectra. Thus we need only observe that, ignoring the G-action, the 
maps I$7 and I$ d are weak equivalences since it is immediate from the case G = e 
of Lemma 3.5 that the functor I,“: preserves weak equivalences. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As observed in [4, VII. 1.31, the splitting map rl : I$R + RG of 
our given split commutative So-algebra RG is the unit of a structure of I$R-algebra 
on RG. The composite 
RG As,, I$R 2 RG As,, RG 
9 + RG. 
gives RG a structure of right R-module in the sense prescribed in Definition 2.6, and Rc; 
is an (RG, R)-bimodule with left action of RG induced by the product 4 of RG.. There- 
fore, for an R-module M, we can take U = U’ and U’; = U” = U”’ in Definition 2.7 
and define 
Clearly MG is an Ro-module with action induced by the left action of RG on itself. 
The functor I$ : NR + G. &“: ( R is monoidal by [5, 1.31. The functor 
RG. A,; c,R (?) : G-d’,; i R * G. llRc, 
is monoidal since Rc; g RG AR,, RG and 
CR<; AR,. RG ) A/; (, K (M AI; (, R N) 2 (RG AI; (, R M) AR(, (Rc; AI; (, R N 1 
by a comparison of coequalizer diagrams. Therefore the functor RG AR (?) is monoidal. 
As observed in Lemma 3.8, we can assume that our given underlying nonequivariant 
S-algebra R is q-cofibrant as an S-algebra. Let A4 be a cell R-module, Then M is 
q-cofibrant and, by [S, 1.41, r : i*M + I$,M is an equivalence. To prove that Mo is 
split as an RG-module, define 
% = q A id : I,$, MW::, R A ,c 
i ‘, 
R I,(:,, M-R<; fi I;, R I$, M = MC. 
Clearly ): is a map of I$,R-modules. and we must prove that it is an equivalence of 
spectra. Recall from [4, Ill, Section I] that we have a free functor FR from spectra to 
R-modules given by 
here 9’ and IL refer to the universe U “, but we have a similar free functor FRc, from 
G-spectra to Ro-modules based on use of the linear isometries operad for U, and 
similarly for I$R. If we forget about G-actions and compare definitions, we find by 
use of an isomorphism ,f : U” + U” that, nonequivariantly, 
Recalling the definition of cell R-modules from [4, 111.2.1], we see that cell R-modules 
are built up via pushouts and sequential colimits from the free R-modules generated by 
sphere spectra and their cones. The functor I$, is a left adjoint, whether we interpret it 
equivariantly or nonequivariantly. We conclude that this functor carries cell R-modules 
to I$.R-modules that, with G-actions ignored, are nonequivariant cell I,$R-modules. 
Now [4, 111.3.8] gives that x is an equivalence of spectra since y is an equivalence of 
spectra. 
The passage to derived categories is immediate, modulo one slight subtlety: our 
functor on modules was constructed as the composite of two functors, but, as we saw in 
[S, Section 31, it does not follow that the induced functor on derived categories factors 
as a composite. The solution is simple: we ignore the intermediate category G?Z,l .R, as 
it is of no particular interest to us. Since cell approximation of R-modules commutes 
up to equivalence with smash products, passage to derived categories preserves smash 
products. 
Finally, we must construct the spectral sequence claimed in Theorem 1.2. By defi- 
nition, R$ = TC*((RG)‘). where (R(;)” = (i*Rc;)“. Similarly, 
M: = r*((Rc; AR kf)“), where (Rc; AR hf)” = (~*(RF /\R M))‘. 
Assuming as we may that all given algebras and modules are suitably cofibrant, we 
obtain the same groups if we replace the functor i* by the more structured change of 
universe functor /$’ In view of the following lemma, the desired spectral sequence 
is a special case of the spectral sequence 
Tor$;,(M*,N*) * Q(M AK NJ 
constructed in [4, IV.4.1] for an S-algebra R and R-modules M and N. 0 
(/fRc;)(’ AK hf ” (I;“(Rc; ARM))“. 
Proof. Passage to G-fixed points commutes with smash products in the category of 
naive G-spectra. The same is true in the category G. Ns of equivariant S-modules and 
therefore in the category G: N R for any G-trivial S-algebra R. In our situation, G acts 
trivially on both R and M, and it follows that 
(/$‘Re)’ ARM = (($RG) AR ho!)‘. (3. IO) 
Since R ? /~“I$ R, M ” It”Ik;,M, and the functor 1:” is monoidal, we have 
c” 
(IfRG) AR M ” Iu (Rc; A,;,R L’<, 
Cr 
I  hf) E I; (RG AR h’f). (3.11) 
We obtain the desired isomorphism by composing (3.10) with the isomorphism obtained 
from (3.11) by passage to G-fixed point spectra. 0 
4. Global I*-functors and split &-algebras 
We must prove Theorem 1.3. The notion of a global Ye-FSP, or %I*-FSP, was 
defined in [8, Sections 5, 61. We shall only sketch the definition here, referring the 
reader to [S] for more details. In fact, we only need a tiny fraction of the structure that 
is present on So-algebras that arise from !!?.Y*-FSPs. In what follows, we could work 
with either real or complex inner product spaces, and of course the complex case is 
the one relevant to complex cobordism: see [8, 6.51. 
Let 9.Y* be the category of pairs (G, V) consisting of a compact Lie group G and 
a finite-dimensional G-inner product space V; the morphisms (‘2, f) : (G, V) 4 (G’, V’) 
consist of a homomorphism z: G -+ G’ of Lie groups and an a-equivariant linear 
isomorphism ,f : Y + V’. Let !c’JY be the category of pairs (G,X), where G is a 
compact Lie group and X is a based G-space; the morphisms (SI, .f‘) : (G,X) -+ (G/,X’) 
consist of a homomorphism z : G + G’ and an a-equivariant based map ,f :X + X’. 
Let S’ : !i.f* + /Y:‘.- be the functor that sends a pair (G, V) to the based G-space SC’. 
A YY*-FSP T is a continuous functor T: Y.Y* + 977 over the category Y of 
compact Lie groups together with continuous natural transformations 
~I:S’ i T and w : T A T + T o d3 
such that the appropriate unity, associativity, and commutativity diagrams commute. 
Since T is a functor over g, we may write T(G, V) = (G, TV), and we require that 
T(cc,id)=(r,id):(G,TV’)-+(G’,TV’) (4.1) 
for a homomorphism x: G 4 G’ and a G’-inner product space V’ regarded by pullback 
along Y as a G-inner product space. Henceforth, we abbreviate notation by writing 
T(G, V) = TV on objects. For each object (G, I’), we are given a G-map 
n:S”‘----) TV. 
For each pair of objects (G, V) and (G’. V’). we are given a G x G’-map 
by pullback along the diagonal, we regard (11 as a G-map when G = G’. 
We insert some observations that show the power of condition (4.1) and are at the 
heart of our work. Let e denote the trivial group and let I : e -+ G and E : G + r be 
the unique homomorphisms. 
Lemma 4.2. IJ’ V hus tricial G-uction, then TV cdvt~ has triciul G-uction. For u 
grnerul G-inner product spuce V, lj’ V’ denotrs V rcyurded us cm e-space, then TV’ 
is the spucr TV ,c*ith its uction /IJ’ G ignored. 
Proof. For the first statement, the functor T carries the morphism (a, id) : (G, V) 4 
(e, V) of %Y* to the morphism (~,id) of %Y, so that the identity map on TV must 
be c-equivariant. For the second statement, the functor T carries the morphism (I, id) : 
(e, V) + (G, V) to the identity map on the space TV. 0 
For a compact Lie group G and a G-universe U. we obtain a G-prespectrum T,;,,, 
indexed on U with Vth G-space TV. The structural maps are given by the composites 
for V c W. Write R(o, u, for the G-spectrum tT,c;,~. ), where L is the spectrification 
functor of [9, 1.2.21. 
Now suppose given G-universes U and U’. Then there is a canonical map of 
G-spectra indexed on I/’ 
< : .JJ( u, U’) K R~G,L’)A?~G.L”). (4.3) 
Indeed, if ,f : U + U’ is a linear isometry and V is an indexing space in U, then the 
maps T,f : TV ---f Tf( V) specify a map of prespectra T,, u) ----f ,f* TUG, ~1) indexed on I/. 
By adjunction, Tf’ gives a map of prespectra i(,f‘): .jiTc;,,, + T~c;,J’, indexed on U’; 
see [9, p. 581. We record the following observation for latter reference. 
Lemma 4.4. IJ’ f‘: u ----f U’ is LUI isomorphism, then [(,f): .f*T(,u, + T~(;,L~~) is un 
isomorphism; {f f‘ is u G-mup, then <(.f’) is II G-mup. 
Intuitively, the twisted half-smash product .f(U, U’)P< RC~,u) is obtained by gluing 
together the spectrifications ,fiRCo. ( ) of the &T~(;,J,, and the maps i(f) glue together 
to give the G-map <. This sort of argument first appeared in [ 10, IV.1.6, IV.2.21, 
before the twisted half-smash product was invented, and it was formalized in current 
terminology in [9, VI.2.171. 
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Fixing G and U, a precisely similar argument, formalized in [9, VI.5.5, VII.2.4, and 
VII.2.61, shows that the maps 
tj(f):TV, A.‘.TVj Z T(V[@“‘$Vj) -3 Tf(VI@‘.‘@l$) 
for linear isometries f : r/j -i U give rise to maps 
tj :sti)K(R(G,CJ))' + R(G,U) 
that give R(G,u) a structure of 2 G-spectrum. When the universe Ii is complete, so 
that its linear isometries operad _Y is an E, operad of G-spaces, this means that R(o,u) 
is an E, ring G-spectrum. The map [I gives &G,(I) an action of Y( 1) = Y( U, U), and 
functoriality implies that (2 factors through the coequalizer that defines the operadic 
smash product, giving 
~:R(G,u)A~~(G,u)=~~%(~)~<(,)~(R(G,(~))~~R(G,(~). (4.5) 
As explained in [4, 11.3.3 and II, Section 41, the maps G for j 2 3 can be reconstructed 
from the maps for j = 1 and j = 2. 
Lemma 4.6. The map i of (4.3) factors through the coequalizer to give a map 
~$‘@W) = *a(U> U’) K I(U,U)&G,U) --f R(G,U'), 
un~! [ is a map of 9’ G-spectra, where 9’ is the linear isometries operad of U’. 
Proof. The factorization is clear from functoriality. To check that c is a map of Y’ 
G-spectra, we must show that the following diagram commutes: 
Using Lemma 2.3 to identify the upper left corner of the diagram and chasing through 
the definitions, we see that both composites coincide with the following one: 
here o is induced by passage to spectra from the evident map of prespectra. 0 
Returning to our fixed G and a complete G-universe U, we consider Rc,,u~J, and 
Rcc.r;,. We deduce from Lemma 4.2 that 
R~,~,Y~~ = RcG,C’~;j and RTc;,,, = Rc,,Lr2j. (4.7) 
That is, RcG, ucj ) is R,, u~,l regarded as a G-trivial G-spectrum indexed on the G-trivial 
universe U/“, and R(G.~,, regarded as a nonequivariant spectrum indexed on U# is 
R,, u* ) 
The first of these equalities allows us to specialize the map i to obtain a map of 
E, ring G-spectra 
~:I~<~R~,,uc, = .f(UC;. U)P< ,~(.~~.w~R~c;.c:~~~ - R(G,u). (4.8) 
The second of these equalities allows us to identify the target of the underlying map 
5# of nonequivariant spectra with R,,,,,/,. 
Proof. Choose an isomorphism ,f : 0’” ---t U”. It is immediate that the composite 
J+cRc,,uc ) 5 Z$Rc,,,ir ) 2 Rc,,,r;-j 
coincides with the isomorphism c( f‘) of Lemma 4.4; here the unlabelled isomorphism 
is given by the case G = e of Lemma 3.5. 0 
To pass to &-algebras, we let R be the S-algebra S AY Rc,,U~;j and RG. be the SG- 
algebra SC; AT) R~G.,u) (where Y refers, respectively, to UC and to U). By [S, 2.41, we 
have an isomorphism of SC-algebras 
and this allows us to define an isomorphism of &;-algebras 
g=idr\[:I,$,R+ RG. (4.10) 
At this level of generality, we cannot expect to prove that x: i*R 4 Z$;R is an 
equivalence of G-spectra, although it seems plausible that this holds in the examples 
of interest. However, we can appeal to q-cofibrant approximation, as in Lemma 3.8, to 
complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. thereby losing that q is an isomorphism in order 
to make sure that r is an equivalence. 
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